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NOTE SUGGESTING A PROCEDURE AND TIMETABLE

Up to the present time comments on several consolidated schedules have been
received by the Secretariat and corrections have been issued on others A list
setting out the present position is appended. Other corrections have been orally
notified direct to the delegations concerned,

It is suggested that, unless any serious questionsof substance arise in
connection with any of these comments, there would be little use in having these
comments or the actual texts of the consolidated schedules discussed by the Working
Party. Such a procedure would be a departure from the procedure followed in
Geneva, Annecy and Torquay where the schedules were circulated to all delegations
for review, corrections were made by delegations where necessary and the schedules
were then rolled for signature. There was no general review of the final copies
before they were signed, nor did the Tariff Negotiations Working Party consider
the comments on individual schedules.

The consolidated schedules will be a practical document having no legal
standing. Therefore the Secretariat suggests that delegations should be responsible
for drawing up the corrected versions of their consolidated lists, in the light
of any comments received, and after consultation with the delegations concerned,
without reference to the Working Party.

The following timetable and procedure is proposed:

1. Before 15 October - Each delegation should list all the corrections made
to its consolidated list and hand 40 copies of this list to the Secretariat for
distribution OR retype the pages that have been altered and hand 40 copies of
each page to the Secretariat for distribution.

2. Before the close of the Session - Each delegation should supply the
Secretariat with two clean and correct copies of its consolidated schedule in
English and two clean and correct copies in French for photo-offsetting.

(These final copies may be typed rather than mimeographed. If delegations
are retyping individual pages or the whole of their schedules, the two columns
indicating the place of negotiation and the countries with whom concessions were
negotiated should be omitted.)
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